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presents “A Christmas Carol.”
Hitting Hoosierland
Women’s basketball team
takes on Indiana in tourney.




Jill Deitz, employee of Four Seasons garden center, wraps a poinsettia for
delivery to a Charleston business Thursday afternoon. The center received
about 400-500 poinsettias in preparation for Christmas sales.
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
It is too early to determine if the
construction costs for a proposed
University Health Service expansion
will cause an increase in student fees,
Lou Hencken, vice president of student
affairs, said.
The project, which is expected to be
completed in 1996, includes expansion
of the east side of the Health Service
building back to the parking lot behind
the building. The expansion will
increase office and lab space.
“Either we will increase (student)
fees or reallocate money to pay for the
project,” Hencken said. “Our costs are
very low and services are at the bare
essentials.”
Hencken said if a student fee
increase is necessary, it would not be
instituted until after the building is
Expansion’s impact
on fees is unknown
By MICHELLE ZAWACKI
Staff writer
A retired Eastern professor
has called upon the Student
Senate to take the lead in
improving the social atmo-
sphere on campus.
Lewis H. Coon, who retired
in May 1993 as a professor in
the math department, said the
social groups and events that
students participate in during
college “have a tremendous
impact on future social and job
security.”
In a letter addressed to the
senate, Coon suggested that
every social fraternity and
sorority should hold one closed
formal and one open formal
dance in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union
each year.
The Union is paid for by stu-
dent fees and “should become
the social center for all campus
activities,” Coon said.
Similar social events should
be held by every residence hall
on campus each year as well,
Coon wrote.
“My memory books from
undergraduate days were full
of pictures of the formal
dances we attended in the
days long passed,” Coon said.
Senate Speaker Chris
Boyster said the senate is not
responsible for putting on such
events.
“Student Senate does get
into programming; University
Board does,” said Boyster. “If
students like the idea, I sug-
gest they express that concern
to the (University Board).”
Boyster said he isn’t sure
how feasible the idea is
because “we can’t force frater-
nities and sororities to do any-
thing.”
Boyster said he gave the let-
ter to Ceci Brinker, assistant
director for student activities,
who said Coon’s proposal is a
good idea.
“It’s definitely something
worth giving consideration to,”
she said. “We appreciate the
fact that he has these con-
cerns, and we’re always open
to new ideas and suggestions.”
Brinker said UB will look
into the proposal, but student
involvement would be the key
to making Coon’s proposal a
reality.
“It would be a challenge, we
really need student body sup-
port,” she said. I’m not opposed
to something of this nature,
but there is a lot of student
apathy on this campus.
“Balls in the past haven’t
received a whole lot of student
support,” she added. “The
Alumni Ball (for Homecoming)
was a success, but there
weren’t many students there.”
Senate asked to improve campus social life
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor
After a lengthy debate, the Council
on Academic Affairs tabled a vote
Thursday on yet another class atten-
dance policy to replace a policy
approved earlier this semester.
The CAA decided to table a vote on
an attendance policy submitted by
James Quivey, an English department
professor. Quivey proposed the new pol-
icy in reaction to complaints that the
policy approved on Oct. 6 was contradic-
tory and confusing.
The CAA tabled the vote because no
voting student members were present
and to allow time for university officials
to respond.
The Oct. 6 policy said instructors
may establish their own attendance
policies, but they could not penalize stu-
dents for absences caused by illness,
attending a university function or an
emergency.
Representatives from the CAA and
the Faculty Senate voiced concerns
about the policy’s lack of clarity con-
cerning what was an excusable univer-
sity function.
“(What is an excusable university
function) is sort of like pornography,”
senate member Lankford Walker said.
“You can’t define it, but you know what
it is when you see it – that is the prob-
lem we are faced with.”
Senate secretary Gail Mason told the





The Black Student Union and the
Student Senate will co-sponsor a panel
addressing mistreatment of students by
Charleston and University police.
LaChone Pitchford, BSU secretary,
said numerous students have ap-
proached her and other union members
with complaints of unfair treatment by
police.
“A lot of students on campus, minori-
ties as well as other students, have com-
plained that the police harass them,”
she said. “Students need to be informed
of their rights.”
Pitchford said she has not yet con-
tacted city and university police repre-
sentatives, but she would like to have
them as panelists.
The panel is still in the planning
stages, although organizers hope to hold
it at the beginning of next semester.
Senate member Bryan Gutraj said
the panel idea is “an excellent idea.”
“Even at the mention of the word
‘police,’ a lot of confusion generates,”
Gutraj said. “People get confused when
they don’t know what their rights are,
and a forum would help ease student
concerns.”
Gutraj said the panel would be help-
ful in dispelling misconceptions about
police and students.
“The police are not the bad guys,” he
said. “They’re not out there to harass
people or be a nuisance; they’re there to
help people.
“I think a forum would help students
understand this and also help the police
department understand the students.”
Senate Speaker Chris Boyster said he
was not aware that students were com-
plaining of mistreatment by the police,
but said the panel is a good idea any-
Panel to examine
police harassment
CAA tables class attendance vote 
† See STUDENTS Page 2A ♥ See EXPANSION Page 2A
• See CAA Page 2A
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December 3rd 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.LUNCH SPECIALS
•Tuna Salad Sandwich 
on croissant with cup
of soup or salad
•Mushroom and cheese 
omelette muffin and 
choice of fruit or salad
•Fish with macaroni and 










in October was contradicto-
ry.
“This policy f irst  says
instructors can set up their
own attendance policies,
then it forbids them from
penalizing for excusable
absences,” Mason said. “The
problem is what it means by
being penalized. That term
is too ambiguous.”
Mason said Quivey’s





lels a large portion of the
policy stated in the 1994-95
university catalog. But his
policy says excusable
“absences will not militate
against students” rather
than penalize them.
The policy defines the
procedure required of stu-
dents who are aware they
will be absent from class
because of  a university
function. It says students
must notify teachers ahead
of time.
The policy also requires
instructors to notify stu-
dents in writing what their
attendance policy is.
“I agree that we do need
to define what a university
function is, but the primary
resource of college is to get
your education done and
out of  the way,”  said
Student Senate member
Rick Tucker. He added that
students who are absent
because of athletics should
not be given special treat-
ment in making up class
work.
Council  member Bil l
Addison said the atten-
dance policy is more effec-
tive when the wording is
less specific.
“The advantages to hav-
ing a vague term like ‘uni-
versity function’ is that it is
more f lexible,”  Addison
said.
Council  member Ron
Wohlstein said the atten-
dance policy currently in
the academic catalog is fine,
and he doesn’t understand
why faculty have problems
with it.
“The fact of what consti-
tutes an excusable universi-
ty activity has been in the
catalog for years, and no
one had any problems with
it ,”  Wohlstein said.  “We
already have mechanisms
that deal with all of this.”
Faculty Senate member
Ron Gholson agreed the
problem with developing a
clear attendance policy is
nothing new.
“In previous attendance
policies, faculty were given
choices as to what they
decide is  an excusable
absence, and now they are
not happy with that,”
Gholson said.  “This is  a
matter of instructors trust-
ing the students and being
fair and consistent.”
CAA
• From Page 1A
way.
“I believe if someone
feels they are being
harassed, it’s our job to
look into the concern,”
Boyster said.
Boyster said the panel
is also a good proposal
because it will allow the
senate to work with other
campus groups.
“We have some very
common purposes with
BSU and the police,” he
said.  “Regardless of
whether or not there are
complaints,  it ’s  st i l l  a
good idea for all of us to
work together.”
Senate member Keith
Ryniak said he personally
knows a lot of students
who don’t  know what
their rights are.
“A lot of students really
have no clue what they
should say and shouldn’t
say when they get arrest-
ed,” Ryniak said. 
Ryniak said although
they were f irst-t ime
offenders,  some of  his
friends who have been
arrested have received
maximum penalties.
“I think maybe if they




Ryniak said he thinks a
representative from the
Student Legal Services
should be on the panel to
make sure the police are
completely honest with
the students in explaining
what rights they have.
“I ’m not saying the
police wouldn’t tell us the
truth, but I think it would
help to have an unbiased
party on the panel  to
make sure,” he said. “I
think someone from the
legal service would know
best.”
Students
† From Page 1A
completed and fully operational.
The Daily Eastern News incor-
rectly reported Wednesday that
Hencken said a fee increase was
“highly unlikely” and most likely
would not be needed to fund the pro-
ject.
Figures released from the
Physical Plant estimate that the
project will cost $500,000, with an
additional $150,000 to $200,000
needed to pay for X-ray machines
and other lab equipment.
Once all the facts are known
about the proposed expansion,
Hencken said he plans to go before
the Student Senate to hear mem-
bers’ reaction to the project. 
“We would tell  them how we
would reallocate the money or raise
fees,” Hencken said. “There might
not be a choice if we can’t reallocate
funds.
“If the senate doesn’t approve of
the idea, then we will not pursue it
any farther,” Hencken said.
The senate’s approval is not nec-
essary to proceed with the project.
Hencken said the proposal will go
before the Health Service Advisory
Board and the Tuition and Fees
Committee in the first week of
January. It will be  presented to the
senate during the following week.
Hencken said the university will
likely have to borrow money to pay
for the project because money can-
not be reallocated in time to pay for
the beginning of construction.
The building’s inability to handle
increasing numbers of students first
led to the proposal of the expansion.
The building’s dental office, which
has been closed, has already been
converted to give the health service’s
pharmacy more room.
The project still needs approval
from the Board of Governors and the
Illinois Board of Higher Illinois
Education.
Expansion
♥ From Page 1A
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) – The United Nations’ authori-
ty unraveled further Thursday as
Serb fighters kidnapped more U.N.
peacekeepers and pressed their
stranglehold on the “safe area” of
Bihac.
Alexander Ivanko, a U.N.
spokesman, said Bosnian Serb units
crossed the border into Croatia and
seized seven Ukrainian peacekeep-
ers from an observation post. They
took the soldiers and a U.N. armored
carrier into Bosnian Serb-held terri-
tory, and the United Nations has not
heard from its soldiers since.
The observation post is now occu-
pied by the Serbs, which allows
them unimpeded movement of
equipment and personnel from Serb-
held Croatia into Bosnia. Serb fight-
ers from the two countries have
joined in an offensive to drive
Muslim-led Bosnian government
forces out of the Bihac region of
northwest Bosnia.
Bosnian Serbs did agree to meet
Friday with top U.N. envoy Yasushi
Akashi in Pale, their stronghold east
of Sarajevo. On Wednesday, they
refused to meet U.N. chief Boutros
Boutros-Ghali because he insisted
talks be held in Sarajevo, capital of
Bosnia-Herzegovina’s international-
ly recognized government.
The Serbs agreed to Friday’s
meeting after Lt. Gen. Sir Michael
Rose, the U.N. commander in
Bosnia, traveled to Pale for talks
with Radovan Karadzic and other
Bosnian Serb leaders.
In addition to trying to calm fight-
ing in the Bihac area, where Serbs
forces have overrun Muslim villages,
Rose is concerned about the fate of
more than 400 of his soldiers being
held by the Serbs as insurance
against further NATO air strikes.
But after Rose’s talks in Pale, no
narrowing of differences was evident
to raise hopes of an end to the 31-
month-long war, which has left
200,000 people dead or missing.
Momcilo Krajisnik, leader of the
so-called Bosnian Serb assembly,
again rejected a three-month cease-
fire, which the Bosnian government
wants. He said Serbs would only
accept a permanent cease-fire.
The Sarajevo government fears a
permanent cease-fire would cement
Serb territorial gains of 70 percent
of Bosnia. An international peace
plan the Serbs have rejected would
give Serbs 49 percent of the country.
Senior Western officials now talk
of altering that plan to allow the
Bosnian Serbs links with Serb-domi-
nated Yugoslavia. Opponents say
that would be a step toward creation
of Serb nationalists’ goal, a Greater
Serbia.
United Nations authority unravels in Bihac
































CPC of Eastern Illinois, Charleston, IL
CALL 345-5000
NEED HELP?
The Daily Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU community
AT TED’S
Friday
“JOY HAMMER”Alternative Rockfrom Bloomington, IL
SPECIAL GUEST:
“CUNFUSION”
with Tomi Lane & Mike Wake
also
“AUTO PILOT”
SaturdayTwo Bands From Chicago
“THREE DUDES & 
A DEAD CHICK”Rock & Roll Band with a strong
Beatles & Jimi Hendrix Influence.
3rd Demo to be released in February 1995
SPECIAL GUEST:
“ROD ALMIGHTY”































Must Be 21 To Enter On Weekends
20 oz BUD or MILLER  • $175












Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
‘til 2 am on Weekends
345-3400
Expires 12/30/94 rrs TM
+ Tax
















Six Eastern students, of 950
Edgar Drive, Apt. 13, reported
to Charleston police that their
apartment was broken into
sometime during Thanks-
giving break and more than
$1,000 in items were taken.
Items stolen were: A cas-
sette/six compact disc-changer
stereo owned by Gordon
Taylor, a CD player/cassette
stereo owned by Justin
Pohlman, a videocassette
recorder and CD player stereo
owned by Brian Hayes, a
microwave oven owned by
Dave Gadberry, a receiver and
tower speakers owned by Andy
McDevitt and a six-disc
carousel player owned by
Derek Munter.
Four Eastern students, of
2204 Ninth St., reported to
Charleston police that more
than $1,000 of items were also
stolen from their residence.
Items stolen were: A radio
owned by Jesse L. Tanis, a
VCR and cordless
phone\answering machine
owned by Catherine L.
Gunther, a CD player owned
by Maureen Hendricks and a
CD player and stereo receiver
owned by Sara Jo Polaski.
Eastern student Cory Lines,
20, 950 Edgar Drive, Apt. 32,
reported to police that he
arrived back at his apartment
after Thanksgiving break and
found electronic items missing.
A color television, valued at
$250, and a microwave oven,
valued at $100 were reported
stolen. The police report said
other items may have been
taken from three other room-
mates who weren’t available
for questioning by the police
officer. 
In other city and campus
police reports Thursday:
•Four Eastern students
were arrested early Thursday
morning on alcohol- related
charges. 
Steven A. Jefferson, 18, of
770 Carman Hall, and Jason
G. Bowen, 18, of 564 Carman
Hall, were arrested at 1:16
a.m. in the 1000 block of Sixth
Street on charges of purchase
or acceptance of alcohol by a
minor and malicious damage
to property.
Robert Kot, 18, of 770
Carman Hall, and Chad E.
Maida, 19, of 172 Thomas Hall,
were also arrested at the same
location on charges of purchase
or acceptance of alcohol by a
minor.
•Two Eastern students were
arrested Wednesday on
charges of retail theft.
Denise A. Olson, 22, of 761
Eighth St., and Lora A.
Isaacson, 21, of 2112 Ninth St.,
were arrested at 7 p.m. at Wal-
Mart, 510 W. Lincoln Ave. 
•Eastern student Chad B.
Uphoff, 21, of 1206 Garfield
Ave., reported to Charleston
police that his leather jacket
was taken from his car
Saturday after the passenger
side window of the vehicle was
broken.
Uphoff’s vehicle was parked
at Ted’s Warehouse, 102 N.
Sixth St., from 10 p.m. until
midnight. The report said the
car was locked and that no sus-
pects were reported.
The jacket was valued at
$300 and window damage was
estimated at $200.
•Tourrie A. Frazier, 20, of
Stevenson Hall, reported to
Charleston police that her car
was scratched sometime
between 10 p.m. Saturday and
1 a.m. Sunday while parked in
front of Marty’s, 1666 Fourth
St.
Estimated damage to the
vehicle was not reported.
• Tracy Wills, 20, reported
that her mo-ped was been
damaged sometime between
Nov. 18 and Sunday while
parked in the Bloomfield
Building motorcycle parking
area in University Court.
According to the police
report, the mo-ped’s windshield
was cracked, causing $150 in
damage. The outside edge of
the windshield and the footrest
also suffered scuff marks.
• Cheryl Birkhead, an ath-
letic training coordinator,
reported two Motorola radios
and rechargers, valued at $535
each, were stolen sometime
between 7 p.m. Nov. 17 and 8




A local bar owner faces seven counts of liquor
code violations today at a hearing with Mayor
Dan Cougill, who is also Charleston’s liquor
commissioner.
Mike Bickers, owner of Panther’s Lounge,
1421 Fourth St., faces six counts as a result of a
fight on Sept. 18. The seventh stems from an
alleged underage person on the premise Oct. 5.
Five of the Sept. 18 counts charge Bickers
with allowing minors to frequent a liquor-
licensed premise. The other alleges a minor was
served alcohol that night.
The hearing is at 10 a.m. today in the City
Council Chambers of the Charleston Municipal
Building, 520 Jackson Ave.
Since the bar-entry age raised to 21 on June
10, it is unlawful for anyone under 21 to enter a
liquor-licensed premise, according to city code.
However, exceptions, such as restaurants and
alcohol-free areas in bars, allow underage indi-
viduals to enter.
If underage individuals enter a tavern with
fake IDs, the bar may not be held responsible,
according to the code.
City Attorney Brian Bower will prosecute the
case.
Bickers owns Panther’s Lounge, 1421 Fourth
St., and his ex-wife, Donna Bickers holds the
liquor license.
–Staff report
Charleston bar faces liquor
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1994
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
Members of the Black Greek Council and
other minority groups have long complained
Student Senate candidates will promise to
work with them and then never come back to
talk to their organizations.
Group members have rightfully gotten the
impression of being on




The newly-formed Minority Party has taken
a first step on behalf of the minority students
to join the Student Senate. But the Student
Government as a whole must also intensify its
efforts to understand the importance of diver-
sity.
Diversity is not just adding a few African
Americans, Hispanics and Asians to the sen-
ate. It is incorporating and understanding how
each culture works within the campus. The
senate has tended to ignore this, and minority
communities have suffered because of it.
Even on a campus of Eastern’s size, there
are cultural groups that exist and issues par-
ticular to each group. Sometimes the issue is
as small as having diverse entertainment and
other times they involve things such as cor-
rectly handling campus hate crimes.
Having members who live within these
campus culture groups can only help broaden
the senate’s horizons.
Senate members must push to understand
how these members work and focus on these
issues. They must emphasize minority recruit-
ment by promising empowerment and reach
out consistently to the campus groups.
While it’s important for the Student
Government to promote diversity, it’s also
important for minority students to seize the
opportunities and participate. The senate lacks
diversity in several ways: it’s mostly greek
and all white. But these are the people that
run for the offices, and their friends vote them
in.
Unless more minority students run, all the
recruitment and outreach efforts in the world
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If we cannot end now our differ-
ences, at least we can help make
the world safe for diversity.
John F. Kennedy
TODAY’S QUOTE
He said he felt compelled to
kill, and by storing or consum-
ing the body parts of his vic-
tims, he could keep them with
him forever.
To his neighbors and co-
workers, serial killer Jeffrey
Dahmer was a quiet, solitary
man. Yet when police burst
into his apartment on July 22,
1991, his demonic compul-
sions were disclosed to the
public.
Dahmer soon became
known as a modern-day anti-Christ.
On Monday, the “anti-Christ” died from massive
headwounds about an hour after he was found lying
on the floor of a prison bathroom.
Many thought he was too heinous of a person to
live; some considered him strictly insane, and few
sympathized with the former chocolate-factory worker.
Still, while no motive has yet been discovered, some
are already praising his death as justice being served.
District Attorney Michael McCann, who prosecuted
Dahmer, disagrees with the killing. “That’s not justice.
This was murder,” McCann said. “I’m hoping that
whoever did it doesn’t emerge as a folk hero.”
But we as a society tend to praise vigilantes who
choose to take law and justice into their own hands. Is
sense of order more effective than the traditional court
system, and what type of message does it send to
society as a whole?
Looking merely at the Dahmer case, his life-time
imprisonment does not seem to justify his gruesome
slayings. Dahmer, infamous for the dismemberment
and cannibalism of his victims, said in a Dateline inter-
view that he was aware of his
sickness, but still found it next
to impossible to stop his killing
urges.
Dahmer even said he was
“relieved” from his dysfunc-
tional life when he was caught.
Many are now relieved that
he is no longer cluttering up
the prison system.
Dahmer’s death sends a
great moral and ethical ques-
tion to society. While there is a
sentiment he received what he
deserved, and the end justifies the means, was it his
killer’s responsibility to take final judgment upon this
man? Is murder permissible under circumstances such
as Dahmer’s? And should his killer be praised as a
hero or another criminal?
Conversely, Dahmer’s life was practically non-exis-
tent. The pain he imposed upon the victims and their
families far surpasses the pain upon himself. With the
prison system so crowded already, the loss of another
felon can be construed as a convenience. Dahmer’s
stepmother even said “he felt he deserved anything
that he got,” so in the end, his death could have
released him from his internal prison.
Nonetheless, murderers killing murderers in prison
is an issue to be looked at closely by the courts.
Vigilantism is also an issue which needs to be exam-
ined by the public.
As for Dahmer’s death, the question of justice still
lies in the hands of morality versus practicality.
– Elizabeth Raichle is managing editor and a colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News.
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In the past month, I’ve spoken
with several hundred Eastern female
students, staff and faculty concern-
ing the elimination of wrestling and
men’s swimming. Although
pleased to have women’s soccer
added to the intercollegiate sched-
ule, the response of these women
to the elimination of the men’s pro-
grams has ranged from dismay to
outrage.
Particularly distressing is the
rationale for the elimination due to
the gender equity requirement. No
woman I’ve spoken with feels that
the achievement of gender equity
entails the destruction of men’s
intercollegiate athletic programs.
Equity should mean that talented
athletes of both genders have an
equal opportunity to earn scholar-
ships and compete at the intercolle-
giate level. It appears, however, that
instead of instituting the macro sys-
tem changes that would fairly
implement gender equity, the
NCAA will allow men’s non-rev-
enue sports to be decimated
through micro management at the
institutional level.
The NCAA has consistently
refused to consider any meaningful
changes that would restructure
football. As noted in previous letters
to The Daily Eastern News, the high
number of scholarships required for
football is a major problem in
achieving gender scholarship equity.
Rather than restructuring football
differently (including some just
treatment for the athletes whose
efforts earn millions annually for
over 50 Division I universities), the
NCAA good ole boys will allow
men’s non-revenue sports to be
hacked to bits – as they surely
would women’s sports if not for the
Title IX requirements. (It is interest-
ing that the public relations driven
NCAA “reforms” of the past several
years have had the effect of either
blaming women or penalizing
minorities.)
It is imperative that institutions
have the courage to insist on real
system changes by refusing to sacri-
fice men’s non-revenue sports.
Wrestling and men’s swimming at
Eastern are widely respected pro-
grams, with admirable coaches and
student athletes.
Student, staff and faculty organi-
zations should make every effort to





In the Nov. 29 edition of The
Daily Eastern News, Rick Tucker
urges a change in the require-
ment for the dean’s list, asserting
that “maybe the top 10 percent
in each college might have
worked back when Eastern had
six colleges, but now we have
four and not enough people are
getting recognized.”
Contrary to Tucker’s belief, the
number of colleges has no ef fect
on the number of students on the
dean’s list under the 10 percent
rule. Suppose we had exactly
12,000 students and had only
one college of 12,000. Ten per-
cent, or 1,200, would be on the
dean’s list.
Suppose we had 10 colleges
of 1,200 each. Then, 120 would
make the dean’s list in each col-
lege – 1,200 altogether.
So we see that the number of
colleges has no effect on the
number of students on the dean’s
list, and Tucker’s argument that
the rule should be changed
because of the number of col-









Title IX, sports cuts
did not necessarily
create gender equity








Dean’s list is not
affected by number
of Eastern colleges 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOURS200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
Prices Effective
Friday, December 2  thru
Thursday, December 15, 1994
Open 6 am - 11 pmEastside ONLY:  ATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE
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Put on your pajamas, give
blood and win a door prize.
The American Red Cross
will  host “Pajama Party
Blood Drive,” from 5 to 11
p.m. Monday and from 1 to
7 p.m. Tuesday in the base-
ment of Andrews Hall.
To give one pint of blood,
donors must be 18 years old
and in good health. Those
who wear pajamas will re-
ceive a free sports bottle.
“This is the first blood
drive we’ve done in the
evening,”  said Geoffrey
Maier,  vice president of
Eastern’s Blood Drive Com-
mittee. “People can go home
and right to bed afterward.”
Participants will be given
hot chocolate and candy
canes, and Christmas music
will be played, Maier said.
Blood drives in Andrews
Hall usually draw a large
crowd because of the hall’s
proximity to the South
Quad, he added.
The goal for next week’s
drive is 400 pints, Maier
said.
“I hope, since it’s the giv-
ing season, people will think
more that they’re able to
help somebody,” said Brian
Bybee, media chairman for
the Blood Drive Committee.
The Red Cross holds four
blood drives each academic
year at Eastern. The first
drive was a four-day event
in September, followed by
an emergency drive in
October.
“We’re expecting a tre-
mendous turnout,”  said
Dave Cline, donor services
consultant for the Missouri-
Illinois blood services region
of the Red Cross. “There is
no way that our hospitals
can handle us missing the
400 pints.”
During September’s
drive, the area blood supply
was at “Code Red” levels.
After the drive in Sept-
ember fell about 200 pints
short of its goal, the Red
Cross called a fol low-up
drive for October that rais-
ed an additional 75 pints,
Cline said.
Currently, the Red Cross
is at “Code Yellow” levels,
which is “walking a real fine
line,” Cline said.
“We’re responsible for
(120) hospitals in this
region,” Maier said. “When
we’re short, they don’t have
blood.”
Blood drive with a twist
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff editor
A 22-year-old man found
dead in his mobile home
apparently died of a severe
case of pneumonia, Coron-
er John Schilling said
Thursday.
Jeffrey Surber, who told
his roommate he didn’t
feel well enough to go
home for Thanksgiving,




Surber dead at 5:10 p.m.
Tuesday. He probably had
been dead for three or four
days before he was found
by friends, Schilling said.
Eastern student Darrin
Togtman, who lived with
Surber since June, said
Surber had been complain-
ing that he wasn’t feeling




Mattoon, but Lake Land
officials said his name
didn’t appear on an enroll-
ment roster.
“He was sick off and on,”
Togtman said. “He had
aches and pains in his
body. He was throwing up.
He was drinking a lot of
liquids, and he wasn’t eat-
ing solid foods because he
couldn’t keep them down.”
Schilling said Surber
had been treated at Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Cen-
ter on two occasions.
“I believe he was treated
promptly,” Shilling said.
“It is just a sad thing. He
probably just got worse
and didn’t go back.”
Shilling said an inquest
will not be performed.
“It’s a real tragedy for
somebody that young to
die in any situation, but I




from pneumoniaOrganizers adopt pajama party theme 
“This is the first blood drive we’ve
done in the evening. People can go
home and right to bed afterward.”
— Geoffrey Maier
vice president, Blood Drive Committee. 
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“It’s a Real Deal!” SAVE $3 ON EVERY MEAL!








Mashed Potatoes & Gravy
Corn
Green Beans
Deserts & Full Salad Bar
Sunday Brunch
Club Begins Dec. 4
Club Card Available at Door 
Membership Cost = $1
Colorado Ski Trip
Jan. 2nd - Jan. 8th
Ski Breckenridge, Copper Mountain &Keystone!
ONLY $3.10 per person (4 in a room)
Includes: 6 nights lodging, transportation & shuttles!
Lift-tickets: Copper Mtn. $27; Keystone $32; & Breckenridge $35.
Ski all or none! Pay for the ones you ski!
All reservations must be made by Dec. 9th !  Call Kristi Angle at
Carnival Tours & Travel, (618) 723-2802. Other prices avail.
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WASHINGTON (AP) – The
Senate overwhelmingly ap-
proved a historic 124-nation,
tariff-slashing trade agree-
ment Thursday night, bring-
ing to a close a strife-filled
103rd Congress with a rare
note of bipartisan unity.
The Senate gave final con-
gressional approval to the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, the most sweep-
ing rewrite of global trading
rules in four decades, on a
vote of 76-24. The House had
voted approval of the accord
Tuesday.
The Senate had voted 68-
32 just minutes earlier to
waive its own budget rules
and remove a key procedural
hurdle to passage. Sixty votes
were needed in the earlier
vote.
President Clinton, badly in
need of a congressional victo-
ry to lift his battered fortunes
following the November elec-
tions, had worked throughout
the day to convince wavering
lawmakers to support the
deal.
Retiring Democratic Lead-
er George Mitchell noted that
the vote was the last one to
be taken by the 103rd Con-
gress and the last he would
ever take in the Senate. He
said he was proud that his
last vote as a senator was “on
a matter that will have signif-
icance for generations to
come.’’
After a two-year congres-
sional term that was often
marred by major struggles
between Democrats and
Republicans, Mitchell said he
was gratified that the final
major action was overwhelm-
ingly bipartisan.
On the crucial budget
waiver vote, the accord was
supported by 31 Republicans
and 37 Democrats and was
opposed by 15 Republicans
and 17 Democrats.
Senate Republican Leader
Robert Dole said his office
was still getting up to 2,000





Eastern’s Percussion and Wind Ensembles
will perform their last concerts of the semester
this weekend.
The Percussion Ensemble will play at 7:30
p.m. tonight in the Dvorak Concert Hall of the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. Tickets, which can
only be purchased at the door, are $1 for stu-
dents, senior citizens and children under 12
and $2 for adults.
“For anybody who’s never seen a percussion
concert before, they’ll be really surprised by
coming,” said Johnny Lane, a professor of
music and director of the ensemble. “There’s
excitement from the very beginning to the very
end.”
The percussion ensemble is composed of 28
members, including students from eight states,
the Virgin Islands and Japan, Lane said.
Lane directed two other concerts this
semester, one in September and one in October.
Both were near sell-outs, he said. 
“We’ll do some classical pieces, some
Christmas music and some ragtime,” Lane
said. “Santa Claus will even be on stage with
us at this concert.”
The Wind Ensemble will perform at 3 p.m.
Sunday in Dvorak. The concert is free and open
to everyone. 
“It should be a very fine performance by our
ensemble,” said Joseph Manfredo, associate
professor of music and conductor of the 50-
member student group. “Members have really
come together to express that emotion.”
Diane Boyd, a music instructor, will be the
featured flute soloist at the concert, performing
“Suite in A Minor” by Telemann, Manfredo
said.
The ensemble will play a variety of music
styles, including several standard band works
and a “contemporary and brilliant” piece by
Jack Stamp titled “Gavorkna Fanfair.”
Jazz concerts close semester
By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor
Those in search for last
minute holiday gift ideas
have a unique opportunity to
shop this weekend at
Eastern’s art department’s
annual Christmas Art Sale.
The sale is open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. today and 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at the
Tarble Arts Center.
The eighth annual sale
includes a wide selection of
hand-crafted works of art by
Eastern students, faculty and
other area artists.
Sale proceeds will benefit
the Art Department Scholar-
ship Fund.
In past years, the sale was
“very successful,” and raised a
considerable amount for the
fund, said Angela Winnett,
former secretary of the art
department and current sec-
retary for the Office of Faculty
Development.
“I’m hoping it will be a good
sale,” said Fran Towles, cur-
rent art department secretary
and co-organizer of the sale.
“There are a lot of people from
Charleston and the surround-
ing area that come to it.”
Lunchtime on Friday is
expected to be a peak busi-
ness hour because Eastern
faculty and community mem-
bers attend the sale on their
lunch breaks, Towles said.
The sale is set up like a
regular store, Towles said.
Prices range from $4 to $500,
she said, and artists will be
scattered throughout the
gallery with one central place
to pay.
About 20 artists will be
selling their work, some of
them with several small
pieces or just a few larger
ones, Towles said.
Eastern art department
professors Bill Heyduck and
Ernest Whitworth are expect-
ed to attract high sales with
their variety of ceramic and
pewter pieces, Towles said.
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Gain sales experience working as
an advertising representative for
The Daily Eastern News.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The 8th AnnualChristmas Art Sale
TWO DAYS ONLY!
DECEMBER 2 (10AM-5PM) & DECEMBER 3 (10AM-4PM)
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY
ONE-OF-A-KIND, HAND-CRAFTED WORKS OF ART.




South 9th St. at Cleveland
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Sat.10 a.m. –5 p.m.Sun.1 p.m. –5 p.m.
Hi Cotton Sweat Shirts (2nds)  -$1500 Reg.$2800
Russell (2nds)  - - - - - - - - - - - - -$1000 Reg.$1900
Knit Sweat Pants (2nds)  - - - - -$1000 Reg.$2200
Russell T-Shirts (2nds)  - - - - - -$400 Reg.$800
Specializing in “Group Orders”
Silk-Screening – Transfers – Printing
20% Of f Eastern Pre-PrintsEastern JacketsJerseys
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) – Cris Carter turned
Warren Moon’s short pass into a 65-yard touch-
down in overtime Thursday night, giving the
Minnesota Vikings a 33-27 victory over the
Chicago Bears and a tie for the lead in the NFC
Central.
Moon’s second scoring pass to Carter, at 9:14
of the extra period, came two plays after Kevin
Butler missed a 40-yard field goal that would
have given the Bears (8-5) their second over-
time win in two weeks and a two-game lead in
the division.
Instead, the Vikings (8-5) took control of the
division, thanks to their season sweep of the
Bears.
After the Bears drove to the Minnesota 23,
Butler was wide left on his kick.
Moon, throwing on second down, threw into
the flat to Carter. He spun away from lineback-
er Joe Cain, straddled the sideline for a few
steps and avoided a desperation tackle attempt
by Shaun Gayle at the 10. He went into the end
zone standing.
“It was curl pattern trying to set up a field
goal,’’ Carter said. “Warren made a good throw.’’
Minnesota snapped a three-game losing
streak, handing Chicago its first loss in five
games and its first defeat in eight games this
season with Steve Walsh as the starting quar-
terback.
Walsh, returning home on his 28th birthday,
threw two touchdowns, but his first quarter
interception was returned 54 yards by rookie
Dewayne Washington to give the Vikings a 7-0
lead.
The Bears led 24-16 on Walsh’s second TD
pass, a 15-yarder to Greg McMurtry with 1:30
left in the third quarter. But the Vikings rallied
with Fuad Reveiz’s fourth field goal and Moon’s
1-yard fourth-down TD pass to Carter, the
NFL’s leading receiver, and a 2-point conversion
pass to Andrew Jordan for a 27-24 lead with
4:12 left in regulation.
Butler tied it with 1:55 left, and had a chance
for his second game-winning overtime kick in
two weeks. But his 40-yard kick just sailed
wide left.
It was the Bears 12th straight road loss in
December, dating to 1987.
Minnesota, meanwhile, has thrived in the
season’s last month under Dennis Green, who
never has lost to the Bears in six games since
he became head coach in 1992. Green is 6-3 in
December, including a 4-1 finish last year after
the Vikings entered the final month 5-6.
There were four lead changes in the second
half, the first on Jeff Graham’s 61-yard punt
return that gave Chicago a 14-13 lead 2:05 into
the third quarter.
Chicago led 17-16 before Qadry Ismail fum-
bled a kick return to set up Walsh’s 15-yard TD
pass to McMurtry.
Bears fall in overtime
without a miss in treyland.
Eastern is led this year by
Polka, a preseason All-Mid
Continent Conference selec-
tion. Last year she led both
the team and the Mid-Con in
assists with an average of 5.8
per game. She dished out five
assists in the opening loss
against Kansas State.
The Hoosiers (3-0) are com-
ing off of three straight wins
and the championship in the
Nebraska Classic, beating
host Nebraska and Southern
Methodist for the title.
Indiana crushed Evansville
97-49 on Wednesday.
Indiana also made the
NCAA Tournament last year
after finishing fourth in the
Big Ten. The Hoosiers are led
by junior Lisa Furlin (29
points per game) and senior
Shirley Bryant (13.5 ppg).
After this tourney, Eastern
will have a tuneup at St.
Louis before opening its first
home regular season affair in
Lantz Gym against Cin-
cinnati.
Women
• From Page 8A
































































































































































































































Friday, December 2, 19948A
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor
The Eastern men’s basket-
ball team hosts its first home
game of the season at 7:35
p.m. Saturday when it takes
on the Pacers of the University
of Tennessee-Martin in Lantz
Gym.
The Panthers (0-2) are try-
ing for their first win of the
season while Tennessee-
Martin of the Ohio Valley Con-
ference comes in at 1-1.
Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels does not know much
about the Pacers (5-22 overall
last year) except for what he
saw in the tape of their open-
ing season loss to nationally
ranked Kentucky, a game
Tennessee-Martin lost 124-50.
“I don’t think the score
against Kentucky is indicative
of what they can do,” Samuels
said. “They played a little bit of
man defense, but much of the
time they were spread in a
good 2-3 zone.”
Sophomore guard Demarko
Wright, a 6-foot-5-inch guard/
forward out of Danville, has
led the scoring attack for
Tennessee-Martin so far this
season.
Wright scored a team-high
18 points in the Pacers’ 86-62
victory over San Francisco
State and also led the team in
scoring in both of its exhibition
games.
“They’ve got a couple of
seniors that are playing really
well,” Samuels said. “And
they’ve got a couple of guys
that can post up real well.”
The lone seniors on the
Pacer squad are 6-foot-4-inch
guard Jim Locum and 6-foot-8-
inch center Chris Busyn.
As for the Panthers, they
took the day off yesterday, but
will be back to practicing
today.
Samuels said he may make
some changes in the starting
lineup, but his plans probably
do not include forward Andre
Rodriguez, who is sidelined
with an ankle sprain.
“Right now it’s (injury) day-
to-day,” Rodriguez said of his
ankle. “I should be ready by
Saturday.”
“I don’t know what the prog-
nosis is on Andre,” Samuels
said. “He probably won’t start,
but we will try to get him some
playing time.”
Samuels did say sophomore
Johnny Moore, who led the
Panthers with 17 points off the
bench in a 66-58 loss to
Western Michigan on Wed-
nesday, might be a possible
starter.
“Johnny Moore certainly is a
guy we have to look at proba-
bly starting,” Samuels said.
“We’ll also look to Kurt Comer
as a possible starter at for-
ward.”
Panthers bring it home at last
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
It’s a mental thing, according to
coach Ralph McCausland.
In order to perform at a maximum
level, wrestlers need to be mentally
focused. That is something the Pant-
hers were not quite in tune with in
their first two meets, but they will try
to improve on that Saturday at the
Northern Iowa Open.
“We talked about focusing, the posi-
tioning of the match, the time of the
match, strategy involved,” McCausland
said. “Some of the guys had some strat-
egy where it was defense, not offense.
“I think mentally we are gaining,”
McCausland said. “It’s not for an entire
day, it is for six minutes.”
More Panthers will have the oppor-
tunity to place at Northern Iowa
because it isn’t quite as big of a meet as
the two to start the season.
“It’s not going to be near the caliber
of the Northern Open (last week’s meet
in Madison, Wis.) but the UNI meet
will still have some good teams,”
McCausland said. “Numbers-wise,
we’re not going to have 460 wrestlers in
the tournament, but still, it’s going to
be in the upwards of 300.”
McCausland said the Panthers will
face more teams their size, Division II
teams and wrestlers from the universi-
ties of Iowa, Indiana and Purdue.
Earlier in the week, McCausland
said that Pat Marsagalia and Pete
Kolzow would likely be ready for the
weekend, but McCausland thinks they
are just possibilities, while Brian Klene
will be out for about one more week
because of torn tendons in his wrist.
During this week’s practice, Joe Bee
came up lame with a muscle pull in his
back, leaving the Panthers without
depth for another week.
“(Joe) has been wrestling extremely
well and he’s a true freshman as well,”
McCausland said. “It was kind of a
freak deal, it happened in practice and
he didn’t think it was that severe, but
after practice it really started to tighten
up.”
Wrestlers get ‘mental’ for Iowa meet
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Eastern wrestler Pat Marsagalia locks up with a teammate during practice Thursday in the Lantz Wrestling Room.
The Panthers will compete in the Northern Iowa Open Saturday in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
As the temperature drops, the men
and women of Eastern’s track pro-
gram move into the fieldhouse today
to start the indoor track season as
hosts of the Eastern Early Bird Invite
at 5:30 p.m.
Eight men’s teams and six women’s
teams will travel to Eastern for a
“fairly informal meet,” according to
Panther track coach John McInerney.
“It’s just a meet to see how every-
body’s fall conditioning paid off,”
McInerney said. “And all of the cross
country distance runners are in the
middle of the resting period so it’s
nothing too competitive.”
Teams that will compete include
junior colleges Vincennes University,
St. Louis Community College at
Florissant Valley and Parkland
College along with the University of
Southern Indiana, Lewis University,
Olivet Nazarene University, Southern
Illinois University-Edwardsville and
the Washington University of St.
Louis.
“Some of these teams could bring
two or three people, other are bringing
20,” McInerney said.
On the women’s side, McInerney
said there are a few people to watch in
the inaugural meet – Tiffany Jensen
in the high jump, Kala Scott in the
hurdles, long jump and triple jump,
Amy Bersig in the 3,000-meter run
and Irma Perez in the 5,000-meter
run.
McInerney said Justin Weiss and
Dave Lewis in the 5,000-meter run
and the two high jumpers, Tim
Thompson and Corey Utterback, will
be worth a watch as well.
“They (Thompson and Utterback)
cleared 6’11 1/2 last season so they’re
kind of chasing the magic,” McInerney
said of the two high jumpers clearing
the seven-foot mark. “It’s probably too






The Lady basketball Panthers will find
themselves in Bloomington, Ind. tonight to
compete in the first round of the Indiana
Full-O-Pep Classic against the host Hoosiers.
Coming off of a 67-49 loss to Kansas State
of the Big Eight conference in its lone game of
the season to date, Eastern will tip off with
the Hoosiers at 5 p.m. After that game,
Loyola will take on New Orleans.
On Saturday, the two losers will square off
at noon for the consolation prize, and the
championship game is slated to begin at 2
p.m.
Eastern coach John Klein said he is upbeat
about the tournament despite the stiff compe-
tition awaiting the Lady Panthers.
“I thought we played pretty well at Kansas
State,” he said, “particularly with two fresh-
men in the lineup (Barbora Garbova and
Allison Lee). Everyone is still playing with a
lot of confidence and that’s important consid-
ering the competition.”
Probable starters for the Indiana game are
sophomore Sarah Probst and Garbova at the
forwards, Lee at center, and junior Kenya
Green and senior Nicky Polka at the guard
positions.
Garbova, from Slovakia, was a member of
the Slovakia senior basketball team that
placed fourth in the European Cup champi-
onship. Against Kansas State, she led the
Panthers with 16 points, including four shots 
Women’s team plays Indiana
• See WOMEN Page 7A
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Most people know the story of “A Christ-
mas Carol.”  Many saw Eastern’s version
when the University Theatre presented it
last year. Others rented the movie. And,
most avid readers have probably read the
story.
However, this year’s version of “A Christ-
mas Carol,” presented by Eastern’s Theater
Department, is unique to Eastern because
a slight musical appeal has been added.
The play follows last year’s script, which
was written by Eastern professor Jerry
Eisenhour. Eisenhour based his version on
Charles Dickens’ novel.
In the Dickens’ classic, Ebeneezer
Scrooge is a miserly, cold-hearted
old man, who has forgotten the true
meaning of Christmas. He is visit-
ed by three ghosts on Christmas
Eve. The ghosts are from the
Christmas Past, Present and Yet-
To-Come. His deceased busi-
ness partner, Jacob Marley, also
visits him to save Scrooge from
a fate similar to his own. In the
end, Scrooge realizes his fate
will be doomed, unless he
changes his ways.
Director Marjorie Duehmig
said she added four singing
ghosts who assist the




“The play is called “A
Christmas Carol” and so
the use of the vocals to
me is very important in
this production,” Duehmig
said.
The ghosts, who appear to be
a cross between human figures
and phantoms, wear costumes
made of white gauze and airy
fabrics.
“I wanted it to look like they
were real people,” said Karen
Malm, costume designer. “Like they
had an essence of being real humans,
but at the same time being of the spir-
itual world.”
Malm tried to keep a consistency
with the ghosts of spirit world.
“I wanted to make them look sep-
arate from the human world, but
make sense together,” Malm said.
“The ghost of Marley is wearing
gray because he is the transition-
al character of the ghosts and
the real world.”
The apparitions play a role
similar to Marley’s and try to
save Scrooge from a fate simi-
lar to their own, Duehmig said.
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Performances are at  7pm
December 2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10
And at 2pm December 4
on the Mainstage
Tickets on Sale at the 
University Theatre Ticket Office in the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Open: Mon. - Fri. 1pm - 5pm 
Or call • 581-3110
$8.00 • Adults
$6.00 • Seniors
$6.00 • Faculty & Staff 
$3.50 • Children
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AIR/LAND & TRANSFERS FROM
$40100per person
AIR ONLY
$14600per personFor more info call 348-TRIPALL AROUND TRAVEL
Buy One 6” Sub 
Get A Second One 
FREE With The Purchase 
Of A Coke
*Not valid with any other discount offer. 
Valid with this coupon only.  One coupon per customer
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I n  StoreOn l y !
Good Food,  Fast Service at
430 W. Lincoln.  A Great Price!
Tonight
• “The Nutcracker” will be pre-
sented at 7 p.m. in McAfee Gym-
nasium
• “A Christmas Carol” will be
presented at 7 p.m. in the Doun-
da Mainstage in the Dounda Fine
Arts Studio.
• Joyhammer with guest Cunfu-
sion and Auto Pilot will be per-
forming at 9:30 p.m. at Ted’s
Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St.
Admission is $1 with coupon.
• Hello Dave will be performing
at 9 p.m. at Marty’s, 1666
Fourth St. Admission is $2.
• Shadobee will be performing at
9:30 p.m. at Roc’s, 410 Sixth
St. Admission is $2.
Saturday
• Bingo from 9 p.m. to midnight
in the Rathskeller of the Universi-
ty Union.
• “A Christmas Carol” will be
presented at 7 p.m. in the Doun-
da Mainstage.
• Three Dudes & A Dead Chick
and Rod Almighty will be per-
forming at 9:30 p.m. at Ted’s
Warehouse. Admission is $2 with
coupon.
• The Drovers and Busker
Soundcheck will be performing
an all-ages show at Friends &
Co., – the Dungeon, 509 Van
Buren. Doors open at 6 p.m.
Admission is $5. 
• The Dyslexic Apaches, Triple
Fast Action and Swain will be
performing at 9:30 p.m. at the
Dungeon. Admission is $3 or
free with stamp from the Drovers
show.
• Aunt Joan will be performing at
9:30 p.m. at Roc’s. Admission is
$2.
Sunday
• “A Christmas Carol” will be
presented at 2 p.m. in the Doun-
da Mainstage.
• NIL8 and Goatboy will be per-
forming an all-ages show at 6




• “A Christmas Carol” will be
presented at 7 p.m. in the Doun-
da Mainstage.
• “Christmas Vacation” and
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Cover photo of Matthew Goines, junior theater major and Clint Vrona, sophomore
theater major, by Elissa Broadhurst. Cover design by Chris Soprych.
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WINTER BLOWOUT SALE 94!This sale will feature--
•BACK ISSUES  25%-75% OFF
•CARD SETS 25% OFF














' ~~,t~' or ,you~D .miss .the -~ 
. . . " . ., 
~RICH BR> ' · chaseed. When asked if the bn:t est us. (lhetr ailrg ls men.._ 
• was~ getting aJR1J frqn or a.msity," SI Oilahan. 
As the ciast settles on oopits of . the Lish stifPla, Calehn WilllS ~ "1 <211l't say I bane them fer net 
the motion picture Bai< on 4Jldeo to disagiee. . ~ us cbNrl Ike we were Veu-
store.~, the altefuattve ~ "I ttmk it stil has the same place ea. Sall We haven't put out the 
and five:.mlnute movie stars The in our worH. our aesthetk, n he sc41. . l"00Cl'd to warrant that kind d aftl!n-
Drovers have started to gi!t beck to . "Sanetii I leS it just gets fNRIY from tion. 
the business cl~ rn..tSic. ' · us. On MKill Mice Elf", everytJllng "Arty cht.mp can get si9'led ~ a 
But DroVers fans shol.*:tn't start ~ Taste, imaginatb'l ard infk.t. !12P' ~ if he bies hatd enrugh 
sallvattng yet bemuse there Ls no eras. Euerything came together." · and wOrks hard enough. Maybe 
scheduled release c:late,3 and that's ~ together most n?Cently we're just chasirl} a carrot ara.rd, 
just the Way the 0000 likes it was new dn.mmer"~ Bradley ~ bllt you have to be sure that they 
"tveryti~e we set ~te.s and ing in the void left by Doug Evans. \MD try arxt selt it, ard market it the 
deadlines we blow" it, n said Dave "(Bradley) was a sttdent intern in ~ you want; tasteftjy ard reflect-
aiaahan, tessist ard leacf~ for ·our ofOOes a coople of ymrs ?$j0," ing personal attibrles. Record5 are 
the· OUcago based quartel M(the saXi CaDahan. "When Doug left, we a personal ~." 
--lai£lt..of a deadline) aDcMis us to be gaw him a call." For now, the Drovers are getting 
carefree, and for ooce I think we're When asl<a:i aboot the. revolving back to the basks' ot "recording, 
really having fun. We always want door that has seen the deParture of writing ard perf~." Sak! CaDa-
to have fl.11 bllt we always run into vocalist/flute player Kathleen han ... ".:rhQse are the three things 
some sort-Of b.izzal'e'le$ In the stu- Keane, are perC\.ISOOnlsts Jackie we concentrate on the most It's 
die." · Moran , Winston Damon, 'and gradual, but v..t.en that starts hair 
The Drovers are a..arently work- Evans, CaDahan sm "h 's deftnitay penlng, the aeam will rise to the 
Ing out of the new Soundworks not a revolving door . When you top. 
Studio in Olicago, as well· as the waB< ZNJtCt,) frbm this bw:l, you walk Last. week "Kill Mice Elf' was 
recording studio of Steve Albini, ZNJ!Ct,). You fucking stick arourxl or ~ in E.urope ard Japan, ard 
fcuder of Big Black, OJJTent mem- you're out" the baRi expects to tour them with-
ber of'Shellac. ard the procirer for Callahan beliews the personnel in a year. "We'd like to go during 
Nirvana. dlal iges are ncx respoostie for any the scOOol ~ when tt's still in 
"He's the best engineer that rve difference in the music. sessioo," he sak:L . 
ever \Alitnessed," sad Callahan. "l "They made their mark But the • Callahan believes that in com-
haven't seen many engineers in nicords are ~ we leave behirx:I. parison' to dub performances, col!. 
actic.;TI, so that's not saying nu:h, Rfty years fran now, somecne will lege sho.vs are 0K!r1J bit as lmPor-1 
but he's perfect for our band. He's pick it up and hear it. But I don't . tanL .. 1 kncm I.~ on behalf of. 
the perfect engineer to record us." think that there's a supergreat dif- the band v.hen I S2ti that. It's a cool 
CaDahan l.AA'1S also positive about ference fran "Work! of Monsters" thing. It's alx>lrt getting everyone 
the direction that the band is taking and IMlat we're doing now, or~ irM:llved, ahd ~ to them part of 
musically. "We're becoming better we're goirg to J:d out. your ruhure - part of your IA.Olti. It's 
players together, better than I With the ·publicity the band a cross-a.dtural, , 
thrught," he sad. "I don't want to earned from its appearances in cultural. There's no artificial ?l ard 
sound like I'm tootinSJ my own MBlink" ard .. Backiraft", and their · OJe1 limit. 
horn, but we're a really good 0000. performances at the South by "Sometimes its the teens that get 
I'm starting to find this oot." Southwest festival in ·Austin, TX us better than the a.xzr 25 ard <:Nf![ 
The Drovers, fonned in 1989, and the New Music Seminar in 30. That's not saying our music is 
have been tagge:I by most oitics as New York Oty, The Drovers are juvenile or soJ)homoric, it's not. I 
.Irish-rock, or CeJtic.altemative. Arxl often asked about their push to think its to our credit" 
while the release of their 1991 remain independent. ~rtainly 
to~ the'branding their rurrent ~ ~. :rrieY ~ ·but:ilcJt: .wuh ~~9,Jdn' · · 
Photo coCtnesy of Tantrum Records 
The Drovers (left to right): Mike Kirkpatrick, Daue Callahan, 
Sean Cleland and Paul Bradley. 
derut "Wcrl::t of Monsters" seemed mapr labels are aware of - The Droue~5ri[IU. le;) 
EP "Kill Mlc!e Elf' teft many fW with 'any 1~. It's not c::ot.ating all ages shoufot Friend's &- . -
wondering what happened to the either, because that denotes some The Dungeon, 509 Van Buren, 
sound which seemed drastically 5erious effort on their parts to inter- Saturday at 6 p.m. Cooer Is $5. 
UB offers ballet version 
.. of Christmas chestnUt 
The timeless story of a chik:l's Ouistma5 ~ VJill 
a:me to life tooight as the BaDet Thealre P~ 
pt~ Its its versionr. the t'tlr:iay dassK: "The Ntdoack-
er. 
~ there · a dassK: version of the l:Bllet, dire:tor 
and~ Mary 1-iepcler and cmxjate c:Mreog-
raphers Nana Badrena and T rinette Singleton have 
cane-up IMth e!al::aate new~ for their pro-
cidlai of the !ale. 
The story is abcut a ~ girl named Clara and the 
toy !d::liei- rutaacker she ta:0ves as a Oaistmas p-esiefli 
fran Herr Drosseinei;er. a ~ guest at her JET-
ents' Oaistmas party. 
Fritz, Clara 's brother. breaks the nutcracker at the 
i:mtY and Oara is heartttoken ll1li Herr ~
fixes it IMth a harokerchief. 
Aha- the party, Oara is too exci!B:I to sleep, S:> she 
s1l?aks cbM1stairs to J:*'Y IMth her new .dcj_ ~. 
she falls a9eep ard has a series of dn?ains and night-
S C f O Oge d 
mares, whith feature a climactic battle ben.veen the 
Moose King ·and her ro..v M~ nuloacker and a VOJ-
age~ the~ of SA.veets. 
The dream canes to an erx:i v.hen Herr Drosselmey-
er escorts Oara hane lo her ~. r~ 
Hepc1er saki the grrup perfonnes the n\1let ~ 
40 to 50 times each year. 
Even IMth the ~ ta.Ding the grrup does, Hep-
ner sad the set doesn't &Jffer. The Ballet Theatre Penn-
Sl)..arl0 We:s .. a beautiful fiber OJXic star drop" that IAA?l'ks 
for evey theater, and then the rest of the set is Wit off of 
it. 
The Ballet Theatre P~ has an inlemaOOnal 
oo8edO I of av.erd wiflnioJ dano?.rs from Russia, f_ng-
land, A.e1o Rico and the United States. 
"The ca;b.mes are gorge:u;, the dano?.rs are beaulifU 
ard the set is a Wull treat,·· HE;n:!r saii 
Tickets for tonight's 7:30 p.m . perfonnance in 
McAfee ~ can be purchased in a'1l.eoce fran the 
University Tkket Office ($3 fa sb..dents ~ $7 for cd.dls) 
or at the cbor ($5 fa stDents and $10 for~. 
"Marley shows Scrooge 
thect.ain he fagOO in life and 
SLWa!'S Scrooge's is already tlMce 
that lergth," she Sat!. 
ciler genderJ lal L • l.tj1tir¥j desg le! Diane Kasper 
also thinks lhe lighting acXls to the 
mood. 
SoJfnrlOl'e !heat.er~ Oint 
Vn:na plays the character d 
Saooge in the play. 
"'The hardest ~of Paying 
Saooge IS that he is S:> trike me, 
bec:ausie he's IXtte' fa bis d rea-
soos," V!Dla saki 
"He's IXtte' ard ~ an::I 
cbesn't &Ke people," he sakl 'Tm 
ncdke that at all try to be nice and 
p!ISOI .able to~" 
vrooa sail it was also cfiffiajt to 
n:merri>er that he was~ an 
"At first. In the last scenes, I was 
happy with bis of~ and 
bot.r1c:n3 ~"he saii. 
"Then I had to 1e111ember that he's 
stil cld." 
Set desg1er DaVd Wdsld lsed 
the same lJ'llt set that was lsed for 
last year's produ:tioo this year. 
Wolski saki the set has been 
rroved cb.mslage and a COl(.lle of 
other "Sl.ll'?ise c:haJv!s" have been 
made sRie last year's. 
lhe \Ahole klea is that it's a l.'1it 
set, it does not~" Wal4d sa'ki. 
"It's~ the~ that we focus oo 
different d'lanLtets." 
CXiellmig believes that even the 
stu:lents \.\00 ~last year's~ 
taOOn of "A Onistrnas Card" will 
Wirt to see jt again. 
"The J:*'Y is a Ouistmas trd 
tial," she sad. "There are ce1ain 
ttqs )OJ keep~ year after 
year." 
- "A Oirfsbnas Carol" ui/1 be 
per/onrBJ on the Matristtge at 7 
p.m tontJht, Saturdayarrl Le:-$ 
10~. SunOOy. Tk:kas 
01e $3. for ts wttJi a oo/r;j 
ID and and $8 /or adults. 
Coffee shop offers 
off-campus perks 
By NATALIE GOTI 
When b.isi.ness at Stix started 
to decline last April, CM111er Don 
Yost decided he needed to make 
changes. 
H e wanted to update his 
restaurant to provide the 
Olarleston community and East-
ern students with a rela~ng 
atmosphere where they could 
stu:ly and talk with friends. After 
talking to many different people 
the idea came to him. He decided 
to open Grinders, Charleston's 
ne.vest attempt at a c:offeehouse. 
"Our goal is to give the com-
munity the nicest atmosphere 
possible ," he said . "We have 
always been willing to dare to 
change. We want to stay on the 
Edge." 
Grinders, connected to Stix's 
restaurant facility, 1412 FO\Uth 
St., w!ll open at 6:30 a.m . Tues-
day and stay open l.l1til 2:00 a .m. 
Wedne9::iay. 
Yost's primary goal for the c:of-
feehouse was to make ~ aD of 
his <l.l'Stomers would be satisfied 
with the service and atoa of the 
ooffeehouse. • 
Y est said he began lool<mg at 
many coffeehouses throughout 
Dlinols and Missouri before he 
started ~ plans for his OOlrl 
facility. He asked students and 
miverstty ard OOl'TllTlll'lit dfidals 
for their input 00 \Ahit to Ride 
in the fadlity. 
Grinders has the capacity to 
seat about 40 people. Its menu 
\MD offer various types of coffees, 
cappuccinos. mochas, latte's and 
tea's. Pepsi proch.ds will also be 
available. A cold sandwich-of# 
day \MD also be seM!d as well as 
cinnamon rolls, cakes and pies. 
Evm tholsh Grinders is set to 
open In a fev.1 days, Yost admHs 
not aD of the plans for the c:offee-
house have been finali1Jed. 
"We're open to ruggesl:ions," 
Yost said. "We want to please 
(our customers). What we are 
here for is to serve ard give peo-
~options.'' 
y ost has considered allovJing 
faculty and students to display 
their artwork on the walls. He has 
also considered adopting "theme 
nights. " For instance, Monday 
could be theater night, Tuesday 
coUdbe~ 
Yost said he is a Uttle con-
cerned that some custa1es may 
Stay in the restaurant without 
making purchases. He said they 
are free to study and relax In 
Grinders for as long as they want, 
as long as it doesn't get to the 
point where it would hllJ't £iusi- } 
ness. 
"We want i:>eoPle to feel com-
f ortable, " Yost said. /But, we 
want people to use common 
sense. • 
i hate to paraphra9e Rcdiey 
King, but VJe ;s haw to learn to 
getaklog." 
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Saturday, December 3                   
9:30- 21  & over showDyslexic Apaches
w/ Triple Fast Action & Swain
Sunday, December 4                     All Ages
NIL 8 w/ Goat boyDoors: 5:30          Show 6:00
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Admission to late show is free if
you are 21 & attended the All Ages Early Show!!
$300
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Junior(PG-13)
.  Mat. 2:30   4:45, 7:00, 9:30
Page Master(G)
Mat. 1:00, 3:00  5:00, 7:15, 9:15
Star Trek (PG)
Mat. 2:00                     4:30, 7:30, 10:00 
Interview With a Vampire  (R)
Mat. 2:15                     4:45, 7:15, 9:45
The Santa Clause(PG)
Mat. 1:00,3:00 5:00, 7:00 , 9:00    
Forrest Gump (PG-13)
Mat. 2:00     7:00, 9:45
Lion King (G)
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PARK PLA CE AP ARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus HousingON Campus




















The Tarble Arts Center
will be awash with a kalei-
doscope of color Sunday
when it presents “Water-
color: Illinois 10th Bicen-
tennial Exhibition.”
Micheal Watts, director
of the Tarble Arts Center,
said in a press release
that the show will feature
the works of various
art ists throughout the
state.
“The exhibit is an open-
juried competition for any
resident of Illinois that works in water-
based media on paper,” Watts said. The
works were selected by Jon Bagely,
executive director of the Louisville Visu-
al Art Association.
“He came and looked at the entries
and selected works to make up the exhi-
bition,” Watts said of the selection














in Best of Show,
for his “Overlap-
ping Trees (De-





for her watercolor enti-
tled “Sharon.”
“The diversity of the
group reflects both the
state and the area, and
probably our nation,”
Bagely said, “Skills and
training, hard work and
experience, intuition,
originality and heartfelt
emotion all call to the
viewer in each and every
work entered,” he add-
ed.
Tarble will unveil the
display at a reception at
2 p.m Sunday. The
recpetion in free and
open to the public. The
exhibit will be displayed
until Jan. 22.
Tarble unveils kaleidoscope of watercolor
Christmas. The holy season
upon which commercialism
descends like the Grinch upon
Whoville. Where hearts and
minds should be reflective and full
of joy, there seems to be more
concern for which store has the
last cache of Mighty Morphin’
Barbie Ninjas. It is a cycle, pre-
dictable and redundant as the
housetape of carols at Wal-Mart.
But once in a blue X-mas,
there comes a sign to remind us
some people still care about
things like peace, goodwill
towards men, and the notion that
it is better to give than to receive.
“A Hello Dave Christmas” has
shown itself to be such a sign.
Hello Dave made their mark
on Eastern’s campus almost five
years ago as a staple at Marty’s
with their acoustic/electric combi-
nation of folksy-blues. Since grad-
uation, the group moved its home
base to Chicago, and signed on
with High Sierra Records (now
Mountain Records) in 1993
releasing an impressive debut disc
of catchy originals.
“A Hello Dave Christmas“ is a
collection of eight traditional
songs, and one original, being
sold for charity. All proceeds from
the album benefit Camp Heart-
land, the largest summer camping
program devoted to children with
HIV/AIDS. While the majority of
the camp is HIV positive, the
Wisconsin camp also serves peo-
ple with family members that are
HIV positive, or have passed
away from the disease.
Curiously, the selections are
not the usual rock n’ roll Christ-
mas standards of “Blue Christ-
mas”, “Jingle Bell Rock” etc.
Instead the group chose some lit-
eral traditional chestnuts, adding
just enough of its own folksy-blues
touch to set it apart.
Hello Dave’s original arrange-
ments of “Drummer Boy”, “What
Child is This?”, and “We Three
Kings of Orient Are” each display
great interpretation without mar-
ring the very traditional and
sacred sense that each was meant
to convey.
Pat Wagner’s “Drummer Boy”
escapes the monotony usually
associated with the song with the
insertion of a lively, but not overly
pronounced combination of syn-
copated bass and toms that rides
on a bagpipe like drone of bass
guitar supplied by Willis Potocki.
The result is a new breath of life
for a very worn out anthem. The
same vivacious feeling on the
other tracks comes from a wash
of Frank Gerage and Mike Hime-
baugh’s dueling acoustic and elec-
tric fretwork.
Hello Dave’s raw musician-
ship, accented periodically by
accordion, violin, organ and trum-
pet revive each song without the
heavy gloss usually associated
with contemporary renditions of
traditional Christmas melodies.
By stressing the traditional sim-
plicity of the songs and the sea-
son, the album benefits both the
listener and a charitable cause.
– Hello Dave will perform at
9 p.m Saturday at Marty’s ,
1666 Fourth St.
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Photo by John Cox
Holly Cole’s “Eagle Lighthouse” (left) and Sandra
Hynds’ “San Francisco” (right).
Photo by John Cox
Katherine Bartel’s sculpture “Rema-
nence” and Jaime Kridenier’s “Libby
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MAKE IT A 3LB. PAN FOR ONLY $1 MORE
SERVING EIU CAMPUS
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28th B-DayMATT HERBSTTHE DOG
from Allison
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
For some bands, their message
is just as important as their music.
Enter the latest addition to the
growing Midwestern music scene:
Joyhammer.
Originated in Bloomington and
currently based in Champaign,
Joyhammer’s music injects power
and drama into the progressive
metal mold. At the same time,
Joyhammer’s lyrical topics (God-
bashing, child molestation, murder
and acid-tripping) leave many lis-
teners in a state of mental anar-
chy.
Unlike most bands, Joyhammer
utilizes two vocalists. According to
a press release, this enables Joy-
hammer to “combine catchy com-
mercial hooks with punk, Rollins-
like overtones.” Brad “Pope”
Popjoy wreaks vocal havoc while
co-vocalist/keyboardist Chris
Anderson lends his talents to the
Faith No More-ish melodies.
“We feel the tracks kick the
necessary ass required to catch the
ears of the people who count,”
said Joyhammer percussionist
Danny Applegate.
“We’re not there to gain the
hearts of everyone,” he said. “But
rather to make people realize the
immortality embedded by societal
life. If you don’t like us, who cares;
just listen to the words and realize
your life is a lie.”
Unfortunately, straight jackets
and Bibles won’t be available when
Joyhammer returns to Ted’s
Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St., Fri-
day with Confusion and Autopilot.
The show will start at 9:30 p.m.
with Joyhammer taking the stage
at 11:30 p.m.
While Anderson said the band
is eager to play Charleston, he is
fearful of his tendency to “piss
towns off.”
“I often get us temporarily
barred from clubs because of my
willingness to speak my mind on
stage,” Anderson said. “Hopefully
I won’t say anything regretful at
Ted’s, but you never know.”
Friday’s show will give music
fans the opportunity to judge a
band that is ready come to the
attention of major acts and
venues. Joyhammer has opened
for Ace Frehley, Stabbing West-
ward and the Blue Meanies and
has also played Chicago’s Cabaret
Metro.
Guitarist Shawn Farben said the
band landed such gigs because
they “play the role of ‘fat cats,’
waiting for the good shows to
come around.”
“Most bands come out of the
chute playing as frequently as pos-
sible, burning themselves out
before they get started,” Farben
said. “Because of our sparse gig-
ging schedule, people always
come up claiming symptoms of
‘Joyhammer Withdrawal.’”
For anyone dying to hear Joy-
hammer in the sanctity of their
own home – the wait will be short.
Joyhammer’s seven-song EP titled
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“Star Trek: Generations” probably inspired
most Trekkers to boldly go grab a pen and
write their own scripts.
“Generations,” the much-heralded uniting
of captains James T. Kirk and Jean Luc
Picard, relied too much on the two Trek leg-
ends and abandoned any ideas of a hearty
script. The eagerly-anticipated cosmic bang of
the year turned out to be an intergalactic fizzle.
The movie has a basic enough of a Trek-
like plot: It revolves around the mad scientist
Soran’s (Malcolm McDowell) desire to get to
the “Nexus,” a traveling time-ribbon that offers
paradise to its tenants. Soran’s plan to get
there includes destroying a star, which could
spell destruction for a solar system.
The Enterprise and its crew is the only
thing that can stop him.
“Generations” also has the typical Trekkian
wrinkle: Original captain Kirk is united via the
Nexus with Picard, who team up to stop
Soran. It gives the producers a perfect transi-
tion to the “Next Generation” cast, and gave
Kirk the perfect opportunity for a last hurrah.
But the film has several faults, the biggest of
which involved weaving Kirk into the storyline.
After the opening scene, the old captain is
completely unnecessary. The writers relied too
much on Picard’s meeting with Kirk, and
there is no script to support the historic get-
together.
Instead of providing an intergalactic conflict,
the writers concentrated on introducing the
new cast and giving Kirk the heave-ho.
Also, the ironic search for paradise – an
amiable Star Trek mission – is campy. They
great thing about Star Trek was that Gene
Roddenberry made a science fiction series that
didn’t scream “Sci-Fi dork.” But the Nexus
reminds us of what a lot of internet addicts
dream of.
When looking at the new Nexus, are
moviegoers really supposed to believe that
Capt. Picard’s dream life is sitting at home, cel-
ebrating Christmas in 19th century Britain?
Even Kirk’s death scene at the end is anti-
climactic and non-Trek.
There are redeemable parts of the movie –
all of which come from the “Next Generation”
cast. Lt. Cmdr. Data (Brent Spiner) has a cou-
ple classic moments with his new emotion
chip, there was a fascinating battle against
some Klingon malcontents, and the planetary
crash of the Enterprise is fantastic.
But when Shatner reappears, the anticipa-
tion built up in the middle of the movie disap-
pears. His T.J. Hooker-like schtick is no
match for Stewart’s Shakespearian style. The
attempts to give him a good send-off send the
rest of the movie crashing down to earth.
What’s the main problem with “Genera-
tions?” Not enough Worf. Not enough Picard.
Too much Kirk.
Star Blecch Latest ‘Trek’ should have boldly gone to the script doctor
“Star Trek: Generations”
Starring Patrick Stewart, William Shat-
ner, Malcolm McDowell
Directed by David Carson
Paramount, Rated PG
✰✰
Joyhammer’s message as important as its music
Photo courtesy of Paramount
William Shatner ponders what his
next film will be.
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8B December 2, 1994 On the Verge of the Weekend
FALL 
COMMENCEMENT
Fal l  Commencement cere-
monies wi l l  be held in Lantz
Gymnasium on Saturday,
December 10, at 10a.m. and 2
p.m. GRADUATES WHO DO
NOT CALL THE COMMENCE-
MENT OFFICE WILL NOT HAVE
A SEAT ASSIGNMENT FOR
THE CEREMONY.
Regalia handouts will be in the
University Ballroom on Thurs-
day, December 8, (1-5 p.m.) and
Friday, December 9, (10 a.m.-5
p.m.) ANY TICKETS NOT
PICKED UP BY THEN WILL BE
DISBURSED AT THE INFOR-
MATION TABLE IN THE LOBBY
OF LANTZ BEGINNING AT 8:30
A.M. ON DECEMBER 10.
Graduates should report to the
Fieldhouse one hour prior to
your ceremony.  Robes not
picked up at robe handouts will
be available beginning at 9 a.m.
in the Fieldhouse.
Marching faculty should report to
the Fieldhouse 45 minutes prior
to the ceremony. 
For more information, call 581-
6892 for a recorded instructional
message.




If you register (add classes) BY
THE END OF TOUCH-TONE
HOURS TODAY, PICK UP
YOUR OFFICIAL SCHEDULE
AND HAVE YOUR I.D. VALIDAT-
ED according to this schedule:
Enter East Door of Union Ball-
room
Tuesday, December 6
8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. All Students
Wednesday, December 7




Students who have a payroll
check for the per iod ending
December 15, who want their
checks mailed to their home
address are asked to provide the
Payroll Office with a stamped,
sel f-addressed envelope.
Please ensure the name and
address are legible.  The stu-
dents are asked to give the
envelope to the Payroll Office,
Room 208, Old Main.  Students
should leave the return address
blank.  The pay date for the




1994 W-2 ADDRESSES AND
1995 TAX LIABILITY
All University employees are
asked to ver i fy the address
appearing on your most recent
check stub.  This address will be
used for mailing 1994 w-2 annu-
al wage statements.  Corrections
should be made in the appropri-
ate personnel office or the Hous-
ing Office for student employ-
ees.  Please review your tax sta-
tus for 1994 and evaluate the
number of al lowances being
claimed for payroll processing.
Any changes for tax withholding
must be made by filing a new w-





This is a reminder for all employ-
ees paid on a monthly basis
(facul ty,  A7P, civ i l  service
exempt and students) that your
December 1994 earnings will be
paid on January 3, 1995, and
reported as 1995 wages.
Civi l  service bi-weekly t ime
cards are due in the Payrol l
Off ice by noon on Fr iday,
December 9, 1994, for the pay
period ending 12-11-94.  Week-
end scheduled employees’ time
cares are due NLT 8 am Mon-
day, December 12.  Time cards
for the period ending December
25, 1994, must be turned in
before you leave campus for the
holidays but NLT 8 am, Tuesday,
December 27.
Checks for the pay period end-
ing December 11, will be avail-
able at 8 am, December 22.  If
you check is distributed through
the Cashier’s Office reopens.
If employees supply our office
with self-addressed, stamped






Seniors and graduates students
seeking permanent employment,
as well as juniors seeking intern-
ships, should register now for
placement.  Students can pur-
chase a registration disc for $10.
in the Career Planning and
Placement Center.  In order to
be a part of the database of can-
didates available for employ-
ment, students who have pur-
chased discs must return the
completed discs to the Place-
ment Center for uploading.  To
purchase or upload a disc, go to
Room 13 of the Student Ser-
vices Building.
Shirley A. Stewart, Director




Applications are available for the
$3,000 State Farm Exceptional
Student Fellowships.  Eligibility
requirements are: (1) Full-time
col lege junior or senior,  (2)
Majoring in a business-related
field, (3) Demonstrated leader-
ship in extracurricular activities,
(4) Minimum GPA of 3.4 on a 4.0
scale, and (5) U.S. c i t izen.
Please see Kathy Bennett in
112 Lumpkin Hall for additional
information.  Application dead-
line is February 15, 1995.
Kathy Bennett, Ass’t to Dean




Please be aware that the Final
Exam Schedule for SPRING
1995 is published on page 20 of
the SPRING SEMESTER 1995
CLASS Schedule.  Class sched-
ules are available on the shelf
outside Registrat ion Off ice,






Official Notices are paid for by 
the Office of University Relations.
Questions concerning Notices 
should be directed to the originator.
It’s Time for Christmas Personals 
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Deadline: Tuesday, Dec 6
2:00pm
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A benefit per formance of the
ch i ldren’s  p lay  “The P l ight  o f
Pumpersnee” will be presented by
members of Eastern’s Theater Arts
Department at 2 p.m. Saturday in
the Studio Theater of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center. 
Cast members recently finished a
five day tour of the play, in which
they completed 13 performances at
local elementary schools in Mattoon,
Casey, Charleston, Shelbyville and
other cities.
The play revolves around Prince
Frederick and his friends who are
trying to recover a Box of Seasons
from the evil queen Panderilia and
her son of Pandemonium, said Jean
Wolski, director of the play and
Eastern theater arts instructor. 
If the prince doesn’t capture the
box, the kingdom of Pumpersnee
will be locked in winter forever.
“It’s a fairy tale form,” Wolski
said.“There are certain events in the
play that the cast will ask the audi-
ence to help out in creating certain
magical spells.” 
The p lay was “qui te  wel l  re -
ceived” by tour audiences, Wolski
said.
She added that  each show
attracted about 250 people, and
many children sent responses to the
department regarding their impres-
sions of the show and its actors.
“We got one letter from a fourth
grader who really thought the prince
was cute,” she said.
After the per formance, actors
come back on stage to answer ques-
tions from the audience. 
The play is targeted to kinder-
garten through fourth graders but is
open to all ages, Wolski said.
Admission is $1.50 and tickets
may be purchased a t  the door.
Advance tickets can be reserved by
cal l ing the t icket of f ice at 581-
3110.
Proceeds from the show will go to
Alpha Psi Omega, an Eastern drama
fraternity. 
Children’s play will benefit drama group
“We got one letter from a fourth grader who real-
ly thought the prince was cute.”
– Jean Wolski
Director
The Daily $astern 
News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one 
day's incorrect in'sertion. 
Report errors immedi-
ately at 581-2812. A cor-
rected ad will appear in 
the next edition. 
All classified advertis-
ing MUST meet the 2 
p.m. deadline to 
appear in the next day's 
publication. Any ads 
.processed AFTER ~-
p.m. will be pubilslled 
in the following day's 
newspaper. Ads cannot 
be canceled AFTER thti 
2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must 
be paid in advance. Only 
accounts ·with estab-
lished credit may be 
billed. 
All Advertising sub-
mitted to The Daily 
Eai#r.n News is subject 
to approval and may be 
revised. rejected, or can-
celed at any time. 
The Daily Eastern 
News assumes no liabili-
ty if for any reason it 
becomes necessary to 















.Lowr dP Fon"D 
.l..'';WO~C~'Tll 
HOMETOWN SECRETARIAL 
SERVICE will type your reseaR:h 
papers-. thesis. reports, b!Jslness 
letters. 345-7341 , leave message. 
________ 12112 
A . I N 
- . .. . 
~ ~.;:;.- ..... - . _ _;.:,: ~ 
YT: 
-------------.,,,1219 SUBLESSOR: SP.95, OWN 
ROQM. $160/MONTH, INDOOR 
POOL. WHIRLPOOL, WIT 
ROOM, LOW UTILITIES. 34&-6366. . 
-
-· . f. ·-:; ... :,:1- _,~.. . - : . 
~ ~ ' 
12112 
A_V_A_l_L'""A""e.,..L-=E---s=PRING 
SEMESTER. two bedroom 
apartment. Water and trash 
paid. 947 4th a1reeL CALL 3'&-
7746. 
Over $5 Biiiion In private sector 
grants & scholalshlp8 Is 00# avall:-
able. All $tudents are ellglbla 
regardless or grade8, Income, or 
parent's Income. LI!t us help. For 
more lntormation call: 1-aqc>-959-
Jbw w dl'D J 1605 ext. FS738l. 12112 I _ •· • •• I 
. Needmoneyllf~Jmny rent $175/month with water & 
._N_<:YN--H-IR-IN_G_l_l _STOP ....... -Tl-l __ E_.F-A~ST~ Johns needs drlve(s, apply at heat paid. On 4th by Jerry's. call 
--------~1215 
Subleasor needed for very nice 
apt. Close to campus lor Spring 
and summer 95. 
________ 12112 
12112 A_V_A_l_LA--B.,..L=E---=s~PRING 
SEMESTER. EXTRA l:ARGE 
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM, 
1 1/2 BATH APARTMENT, 
TRASH PAID, FREE LAUNDRY 
FACILJTY, 1017 WOODLAWN. 
CALL 34&-7748. . 
FOOD CYCLEI WE OFFER A 1t417th 4lh. Also takSlg ~lions Nicole 348-7738. 
PROFESSIONAL ATMO· forneirt semester. . MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
FOR SPRING '95. 
YOUNGSTOWN ·APTS. OWN 
ROOM $150/MONT H. CALL 
STEVE AT 345-2076. 
SPHERE, PAID TRAINING, 1212 
GREAT PAY LEARN A SKILL_~antedlll Individuals and Student 
FOR THE FUTURE. PART TIME~tions to Promote SPRING 
EVENINGS AVAILABLE WITH BREAK '95. Earn sutsstantlal 
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES. CALL MONEY and FREE TRIPS. Call 
348-5250. INTER·CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-
_________ 12112 800-327.Q'.)13. 
1216 S __ T_,.U-D~E=N-'T""'s..,.: -W-,-.1 L..,..L- YO..,..U,.,.. BE Apps now being accepted lo< oor 
activities, habilitation and dietary 
dept. FT a.n<:t PT, all shifts avail-
able. FT hab. stam et $5.30 w/ 
lncre&Se to $5.50 aft.er 90 days 
(insurance pkg. and other ben1t-
lits, also). Wtrf work lo< minimum 
when you can wort< lo< us? Apply 
at 738 18th St Chas. II, 61920. 
E.O.E. 
_________ 12.19 
$1500 weekly possible malting 
our circulars! No experience 
required! Begln Now! For Info call 
202·298-8952. 
________ 12112 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT· Flshlng 
Industry. Earn to S3.000-S6.000+ 
per month + benefits. 
Male/Female. No experience nec-
essary (206)545-4155 ext 
A57383. 
---------=-1212 CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING· 
EARN UP TO $2.000+/MONTH 
WORKING ON CRUISE SHIPS 
OR LAND·TOUR COMPANIES. 
WORLD TRAVEL (HAWAII . 
MEXICO, THE CARIBBE4_N, 
ETC.). SEASONAL AND FULL 
TIME EMPLOYMENT AVAIL· 
ABLE. NO EXPERIENCE NEC· 
ESSARY. FOR MORE INFOR· 
MATION CALL t -206-634-0468 
EXT C57383 
_________ 1219 
Help wanted. lunct'I lime driver 
and waitress Hong Kong House. 
1505 18ltl St. Apply In person. 
--------~12/2 
Appllcallons now being accepted 
tor cooks at Iha Uptowner. 623 
Monroe. Need 10 be available lor 
shills belween 9am· 1 Opm: No 
phone calls. 
---------1212 NATIONAL PARK JOBS·Over 
25.000 openings! (induding hotel 
staff. lour guides. etc.) Benefits + 
bonuses. Apply now for be5t posi· 
lions. Call l ·206·545-4804 ext. 
N57382 
---------'-·1V12 
HOME FOR XMAS BREAK? IS 
HOME IN THE WEST OR SOUTH 
SUBURBS? IF ves: WORK WITH 
US AT RGIS TAKING INVENTOaV. 
WORK AS MUCH AS YOU WANT, 
WHILE YOU'RE ON BREAK ANO 
EVEN AFTER. $6.25/HR, NO 
EXPERIENCE NECC. PAID 
TRAINING. CALL NOW TO 
SCHED INTERVIEW DURING 
DEC. 708-434-0396 EOE. 
----...,---__,~1212 
Help wanted, hosteas, waitress, 
delivery driver, dishwasher. Call 
348-1232. 
________ 12112 
Northwest suburban consulting 
firm, spec!aJizilg In dlstributlon and 
transp0r1alion, seeks degreed Indi-
viduals with eicpe11ence in distJibu. 
tloMY&rehovsing, analytlcal skills, 
as well as proficiency In 0-Base. 
CAD. WordpErlect and Lotus pre-
ferred. Send r8Slm8 to Tom Zosel 
Associates. 3880 Salem Lake 
Onve, Long Grove, II 60047. ATTN; 
Evan Donner. · 
--------~1215 
WANTED: Extra graduation tick-
J 
ets tor 2 pm ceremony, willing to 
pay SS. Call· leave message at 
234-3294 •• 
--------~1212 
LICENSED MASS. ADOPTION 
I Awa• I 
AGENCY HELPING THOSE 
CONSIDERING AN ADOPTIVE 
PLACEMENT. LEGAL, CONFI· 
DENTIAL AU<:YNABLE:CXPENS-
ES PAID. CALL 800·333·3424 • 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
Need lmmed1atelyl 2 roommates 
________ 12112 
Sublesjor needed 1 brdm fur-
nished apt Sp. '95 above Coach 
Eddy's. Rent negollable. 345-
2367. 
--------~1212 
Male sublessor needed for Sp, 
'95. Located at 9lh and 
Buchanan. Contact Don at 345-
4918. 
------,---~12112 
1 or 2 sublessor(s) needed for 
Spring '95. 1 bedroom apt close 
to campus 345-7527. 
--------~1212 
Two aubleaaora needed Sp. 95. 
All utilltles paid, close to campus. 
caJI Chris at 348-6451 . 
-------=---.....,..1215 
Male subleaso1. Plnetree I apts 
for Sp. 95. Owri room, heal paid. 
$200 a month. Please call 348-
1976. 
---,------..,...,...--12/l 3 subleSsora needed for vacant 2 
bedroom apt. Spring semester 
'95. Uncotnwood apts. Contact 
Darin, Derek, or Dan at 345-
6939. 
_________ 1218 
Female subleasor needed lor Sp. 
and /or summer. OWn room In a 
furn ished apartment. Pets 
allowed. Free parking. 
$150/month OOO. Call Sanm 348-
6497. 
12/5 HA:-=:r=E,..,.vou~=R-=R""'00=7M".':'M7:A=:re=s=1 Ld. 
STUDIO AVAIL SP 95. EVERY· 
THING INCLUDED & CABLE 
$300 PER MONTI-I. 348-6373. 
--------~1216 
Sublessor needed for spring 95. 
Own room In big house. 345-
2802. 
--------~12n 
Roommate needed, spring/sum· 
mer,share witt'I 2 females, own 
room. ($147.00 + 1/3 utilities) per 
month. call Sona 345-5149. 
--------~1216 
2 female sublessors needed. 
----,-------1219 
2 Sublessora neelled 
(Malellemala) tor Spring. 3 blocM 
from DomD>'s. $170h'nontl'I al Ulll-




ROOMS IN LARGE HOUSE. $175 
PER STUDENT. UTllJTIES PAID. 
1 BL.K OFF LINCOLN. 349-S824. 
_________ 1219 
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS 
12112 
l -1 -O~R-2---B .... e"'"'o""'R __ O,_,O,..,M~A-=Pc=T FOR 
SP. SEMESTER, FURNISHED 
344-5728. . 
1212 2-.-3-=e::-:E""o""'R"""o"""o=-=M~H":".:O:-:U":".:S:-:E:-oFOR 
SPRING SEMESTER. FUR· • 
NISHED, W/D. G-45-5728. 
• 1212 
3 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR NlCE 
APT. SPRING SEM. CALL 3'&-
0819, LEAVE MESSAGE. 
AMERICAN RED CROSS blood drive wlll be from 5 to 11 p.m. 
December 5 and frorn 1 to 7 p.m. Decambar 8 In Andrews Hall 
t<APPA ALPHA PSI 1 st annual players ball wlll be at 8 p.m • .December 
1 o In the Grandballroom In the Martin l.,µther IQng Jr. Unlvcirslty Union. • . 
For llckets or lnlonnation call 348-1439. 
MOTAR. BOARD EXECUTIVE board meeting will be at 8 p.m. 
December 4 In the Honora Office In Booth House. , 
UNTTY GOSPEL CHOIR Christmas Concert will be from 3 to 6 p.m. 
tonight a the Unity Baptist church. • 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FE.LLOWSHIP Sunday worship service will be 
at 10:30 a.m. Sunday al the Christian campus House. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CEHTER carollng for kids will be at 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday at the Newman Cent11r. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTJOR weekend masses will be at 11 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. Sunday In Coleman Auditorium. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION fashion show workshop will be from 12 to 2 
p.m. Saturday In the Gallery In the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
' -Union. ,. 
THE LIGHTHOUSE SPONSORED by the Wesley Foondatlon will be 
open lrom 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday In the Basement ol Iha Wesley 
Foundation. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION SUNDAY •cent" supper will be at 5 p.m . 
Sunday at the Wesley Foundation. call 34U191 to sign up by Friday 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA union party will be. at 10 p.m. tonight In the 
Ballroom In the Mar11n Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Spacious hQuse. own bedroom PLEASE NOTE: Cempus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY '°' 
on 7tl'I st. Please call 348-&494. any OOQ-Oco!jt. campus O<QAnlza!lonaJ 4MlnL All Clips should be aubmltlad to 
_________ 12.19 The Dally Eastern NBWS offk:e by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
Sublessor needed for Sp. 95. Big DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled lo< Thursday should be aub-
apt only $200 a month . Great mined as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thuraday la duadllne for 
Location call Kevin 348-7810. Friday, Saturday or Sunday events . ) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
' ' 1219-- WILL NOT be publlshed. No clips will be taken by phone. Any CQp that Is 
illegible or oontalns connlctlng Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
Female sublessor needed tor edited for avallable space . 
Sp.95. Rent Is negotiable. Call AND MICROWAVES FOR 
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• 
December 2, 1994 On the Verge ot the Weekend 
Loll for sale, must sell, beat 
otf9r, call 8121. . · 
~-------~1217 MACINTOSH COMPUTER. 
Complete system Including 
printer C).Illy $500. call Chris at 
800-289-5685. 
--------~12.12 
1987 Chpvy Sprint 4 dr, 4 sp, 
red, runt good. $1250.00 346-
5450. 
-------,....,,.....--~12.12 
For Sale: Paddles, call 345· 
6588. $4.00 eadl. 
~-------~1212 
1984 PONTIAC FIERO 2M4. 4 
SPEED MANUAL TRANS, 
WHITE WITH TAN INTERIOR. 
RUNS AND LOOKS GREAT. 
HIGH MILES. $2,200 OBO. 581· 
2157( . 
,/ 12!2 
Charvitte Baas $100, Ibanez 
Guitar $200. good condition 
Btad 581·3370. 
--------------~1216 
1968 TrlUJ'T!Ph GT6. red/black, 
rollbar, driV98 well. $1,200 345-
7664. • 
12.12 M~u-s_T __ S_E_L_L_1 __ 10---S-PEED 
MOUNTAIN BIKE. $120 090, 
LOCK INeLUDEO. 345-7384. 
--~------------1218 
FOUND: BEIGE CAT, MALE. 
APPROXIMATELY 10 LBS, 
LOVING, 346-1195. 
__________ 1215 
GarrfM>n Undaey, pfct< up your 
lost property at 127 Buzzard-
Student Publlcatlona Office. 
_________ 1216 
Found: Lapalpln In Lumpkin Hall 
Lounge. Call 345-7384 to Identi-
fy. 
CHARACTERGRAMS· 
Musical/comedy, characters for all 
occasions. Police woman, Elvia, 
comedy strippers and more. 348-
8498. 
---- 1112,4,9,11,16,18,30, 
TOKENS IS THE ONE AND 
ONLY SECRET SANTA HEAD· 
QUARTERS. GREAT GIFT 
IDEAS, CARDS, AND CLOTHES. 
NON 'YOU CAN CREATE 'YOUR 
OWN UNIOUE X·MAS CARDS 
AND ORNANMENTS TOO. 
____ .ca11128.30, 1212.6.8 
t:'~ I --~~-"""~ ."'\ .. '1,.-:,fi /." ·~}>""T 
~~ ... .JN!,,""•"""_..__.,,~ 
GREEKS/CLUBS/ATHLETICS-
GET THE SERVICE fHAl" YOU 
OESERVEr Reserve your Spring 
Vacation t.o ~th Padre Island 
today! Group dlScountS for six. 
or more. 1-800-838-6203. . 
____ .call/28,1215,12, 12/9 
"LOOK SHARP! Come on down 
to DONNA'S CLEANERS, ,704 
Jackson 345-3454~ Check our 
weekly specials. 
~--~~--~-'~1219 
NO WAITING AT TOKEN'S. 
SHIPPING COUNTER. 'FAST 
FRIENDLY SERVl~UPS. 
US MAIL ," & FEDERAL 
EXPRESS. WE· HAVE BOXES 
ANO ENVELOPES. WE: WILL 
ALSO PACK YOUFJ STUFF. 
_____ ca1 1129,1211,5,7,9 
Energize yourselfll Increase " 
Mental Alertneaa, combat 
fa~e. 100% Natural & guaran· 
teed, call 1-800-941-8446. 
... 1215 
Lose weight & get paid for It. 
Natural, safe, effective. & afford-
able.' Gauranteedll Call 1 ·800-
941-8448 Distributors needed. 
- 1215 
GRADUATION TICKETS TOP 
CASH FOR 10:00 CEREMONY. 
CALL ME COLLECT (217)857· 
3748 KEITH. 
~-------~1217 E..SA, ESA. ESAI Don't forget 
about the function at ITIY ~ 
on Friday Dec. 2. Can't wait to 
see you all In your pajamas. 
Jules. 
~~---~--~~1212 
ATIENTION PRELAW MOCK· 
TRIAL MEMBERSll Prelaw 
Banquet Dec. 6, 1994, 5·7pm, 
$5 at Paglial'e Pizza. Place 
money with name In black box 
In Polltlcal Science. Contac1 
Julle 8102 or Eric at 165'43 for 
more fnlormatlorf. 
-----~~~~~1218 
Congratulatfona to the new 
Delta Zeta Greek Week Co-
chalra. Maureen Leary, Paige 
Parker, and Kristi Bruce! Love, 
your proud sisters. 
~-----=-=----~1212 The men of TKE: congratula-
Uona on your return to campus. 
Tl)anks for the balloons and 
flowers. We wish you Iha best. 
Love, Delta Zeta. 
~------~~1212 Regan Wuitle, I.love you with all 
my heart. Happy 2 year anniver· 
sary. Love, Jason. 
Congralulatlons to Krlatle 
Kaliles, Melanfe Blum, Amy 
Levine and ~Jenny O'Brien/of 
"The 10 woros for s1 Is available to any non-«>mmercial indl· 
vldual who wishes to sell an Item Ol Items priced lower than 
$300 (max. of 3 Items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All 
Items must be priced. ALL ADS MU~T BE PAE·PAID. 
Name: ____________________ ___ 
Address: _____________ _.Phone: -------
Oates·to run ___ ;._;.....:_ _________ _ 
Message: (one word per line) 
PeflOll eccepllng ad --------------------
Expiration code (olfloe UN only)'----~----~ 
No.~---------~Amounl<lle~-----
p a gma lpha on your 
Greek Week steering positions. 
Alpha love, your sisters. · 
. · 1212 
NORMAS'S 6RIDAL TRAIN IN • 
PARIS ILLINOIS WILL BE 
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 1PM· 
5PM A_LSOl MONDAY AND 
FRIDAY UNTIL 8PM. NORMA 
IS RETIRING DECEMBER 31 
A"NO · THE STORE WILL 
CLOSE. ALL BRIDAL GOWNS, 
ALL PARTY DRESSES, ETC. 
ARE REDUCED. 463-2120. 
~---,,..,.--..- ----12112 
Mike Piion- Happy 2 1/2 year 
anniversary. Love you with all 
my heart. Yours always, Kim. 
___________ 1212 
SIGMA NU CANDIDATES: 
CONGRATULATIONS ON 
ENTERING 1-WEJ::K. YOU 
GUYS ARE THE BEST!! LOVE, 
CHINA. 
~----------~1212 Sadie Hudnut, Happy 22nd, we 
love you! Love. Jiii. Amy, 
Christy. 
________________ 1212 
JENNY MORMAN: YOUR MOM 
AND DAO MISS YOU, TOOi 
DON'T WORRY WE' LL GO 
OUT SOON. LOVE, MINDY 
AND KLUTCH. 
12!2 H-0--L~-Y-H_A_R_B~A-U_G_H_·_H_A-PPY 
BIRTHDAY. TOMARROW IS 
GOING TO BE A BLAST. LOVE, 
FLAMINI. 
~---~-'----12.12 
Amy Colllns and Stac:ey Hamm 
of AST: C<>ngrats on receiving 




LATIONS ON BEING THE NEW 
PANHEL SECRETARY(. WE ARE 
PROUD OF YOUI LOVE, YOUR 
DZ SISTERS. 
_____________ 1212 
Teresa Parker: congratulallona 
on being chosen as the new 
Parihel Historian. We are so 




ROBIN MCNALLY OF AST ON 
BEING A GREEK WEEK CO· 
CHAIR FOR 1995. YOUR SIS· 
TERS ARE PROUD OF 'VOUI 
---------------==-.12!2 DENISE, ITS REALLY FRIDAY! 
Calvin and Hobbes 
l,oo'I( OOT 1\1£ "41~ .' 
IT'S SM::1H\~! M~ 
t-\ll~TSE ~sr 
1-tN.S ~ l~C.4 ·' 
Doonesbury 
1 Erle Stanley 
Gardner pen 
name 
T Bo Derek's film 
de but 
1 t Jack or jenny 
14 Kind of 
association 
1s Preliminary race 
i9 Penn, for one· 
Abbr. 
17 A, to Ludwig 
vao Beethoven 
20 Octogenarian's 
goal In li fe? 





u Flood residues 




31 --- facto 
321-tumble 
3' Dog-tired 




'1 - - Aires 
.sSharpen 
... Critic Pauline 
... Italian "please• 
•• Playwright 
Connelly 
90 Marched along 
u Fresh 
u Last words 
N Grammy song 
of'83 
It C, to Albert 
Einstein 





N Middle grade 
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Robin Hlclcman. Julie D<>Q, and 
Amy Llv(ne of ASA: 
Congratulations on your Panhel 
Cabinet Positions. We J<now you 
. . ,- . , 
·~ -- .. .... . 
. .. "':'. ,"':" .. 
)'Qi.-.... 
~--~--''-----12/Z 
To the-mend Sigma.PI: Thenlcl tor 
an ,l\i •coie tunclco-lt w "*'Y 
80'a. W. had a "98' tlmelll ~. 






SO ... why not sell your , 
unwanted items in 
The Daily Eastem News Classified Sedion! 
by Bill Watterson .: 
I~·~t>.C~ 
GU'( ~ "\"' GOT -ro-~ 
SV~R\Mtt.~t)E~\. 
4 Egypt's ---Ra 12 




7 Eleottical unit 
t "Beverly Hiiis 
Gop• co-star 
t Beat. In a way 
10 Building block 
of nature 








Pl.lzzt• lly M9"' oi.t>I 
t• String on a 
finger, e.g . 
22 Third degree? 
24Break up 
:rt Things to be. 
paid 
a "Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang· 
screenwriter 
30 Oscar Madison. 
e.g. 
A Mont. nelghbor 
~Uve-
'7 Phrase after 
•variations· 
~ Type of stand 
nAsaunit 
42 Farin mother 
43 Like Ipecac 





4T Wolf. In Juttez 




IT Musical p811 
MSpasms 
eoPop 
e1 Refratn intro 
